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A B S T R A C T
This paper presents a new class of solvers for the subsonic compressible Navier-
Stokes equations in general two- and three-dimensional multi-domains. Build-
ing up on the recent single-domain ADI-based high-order Navier-Stokes solvers
(Bruno and Cubillos, Journal of Computational Physics 307 (2016) 476-495)
this article presents multi-domain implicit-explicit methods of high-order of
temporal accuracy. The proposed methodology incorporates: 1) A novel linear-
cost implicit solver based on use of high-order backward diﬀerentiation for-
mulae (BDF) and an alternating direction implicit approach (ADI); 2) A fast
explicit solver; 3) Nearly dispersionless spectral spatial discretizations; and
4) A domain decomposition strategy that negotiates the interactions between
the implicit and explicit domains. In particular, the implicit methodology is
quasi-unconditionally stable (it does not suﬀer from CFL constraints for ad-
equately resolved ﬂows), and it can deliver orders of time accuracy between
two and six in the presence of general boundary conditions. As demonstrated
via a variety of numerical experiments in two and three dimensions, further,
the proposed multi-domain parallel implicit-explicit implementations exhibit
high-order convergence in space and time, robust stability properties, limited
dispersion, and high parallel eﬃciency.
c© 2019 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
High-order numerical methods for unsteady ﬂuid ﬂow in general domains are subject to computational chal-
lenges that arise from the ﬁne spatial discretizations needed to resolve intricate geometric features and complex ﬂuid
structures such as boundary layers, vortices, and eddies. Solvers based solely on explicit time advancement can be
ineﬃcient due to stringent numerical stability constraints which, in turn, can lead to prohibitively large simulation
times even on massively parallel supercomputers. On the other hand, explicit time-marching can be used advanta-
geously in regions where coarse discretizations allow relatively large time steps. In constrast, many classical implicit
∗Corresponding author: bruno@acm.caltech.edu
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solvers are unconditionally stable and they are therefore exempt from time step restrictions. Nevertheless, implicit
methods often require the solution of large systems of equations at each time step, and they can therefore be extremely
expensive as well. In this article we propose a hybrid implicit-explicit methodology that, exploiting the strengths of
families of explicit and implicit time marching methods, as well as nearly-dispersionless Fourier Continuation (FC)
spatial approximations and geometry representation based on use of overset grids, forms the basis for eﬃcient solvers
of high-order of accuracy in both space and time.
Modern domain decomposition solution methods for partial diﬀerential equations can be traced back to the
Schwarz method [1]. Nearly a century later, Volkov presented the ﬁrst application of the Schwarz method to fully dis-
crete PDE using the method of “composite meshes” [2]. In the decades that followed, similar solution methods based
on domain decomposition appeared under various names including composite, overlapping, and overset grid meth-
ods. After the introduction of the overset grid method by Volkov and subsequent development by Starius [3], early
applications to CFD problems were explored in [4, 5, 6]. Later, various authors [7, 8] demonstrated solvers based
on high-order compact ﬁnite diﬀerences and explicit fourth-order Runge-Kutta time marching as well as an implicit
Beam and Warming scheme [9, 10] of nominal second-order accuracy (cf. [11]). More recently, the FC methodology
was combined with an overset grid approach for the solution of the compressible Navier-Stokes equations in two
dimensions [12] and the elasticity equations in three dimensions [13]. A key development in those contributions is
the extension of the FC method [14] to overlapping “sub-patch” block-decompositions of larger meshes. Although
the contributions [12, 13] have successfully used the overset method in the context of explicit solvers, the goal of
extending the framework to implicit and multi-domain implicit-explicit solvers had not been realized until now.
The well-known Beam and Warming method [9, 10], in turn, provides one of the most attractive alternatives to
explicit and classical implicit algorithms. Based on the alternating direction implicit method [15] (ADI), the Beam
and Warming scheme enables the stable solution of the compressible Navier-Stokes equations in times that grow only
linearly with the size of the underlying discretization, and without recourse to either nonlinear iterative solvers or
solutions of large linear systems at each time step. However, in practice, previous work in the context of the Beam
and Warming method had not demonstrated temporal accuracies beyond ﬁrst order (cf. [11]). Nevertheless, high-order
time accuracy is crucial in long-time simulations or highly-inhomogeneous ﬂows—for which the dispersion inherent
in low-order approaches would make it necessary to use inordinately small time-steps.
The aforementioned limitations in the Beam and Warming scheme are addressed in [16, 11]. Based on the back-
ward diﬀerentiation formulae (BDF), which are known for their robust stability properties, and the Douglas-Gunn
ADI scheme, the BDF-ADI method [11] exhibits orders of time accuracy between two and six. Importantly, these al-
gorithms are quasi-unconditionally stable—a concept that is deﬁned precisely in [11], and which essentially amounts
to true unconditional stability for values of Δt below a certain threshold. Reference [17] presents an extended dis-
cussion which places the observed quasi-unconditional stability of the s-order methods, with 2 ≤ s ≤ 6, on a sound
theoretical basis. As demonstrated in [11], high-order temporal accuracy can be greatly advantageous in cases involv-
ing long evolution times or solutions that oscillate rapidly; methods of lower order may be more advantageous under
other circumstances.
(It has been suggested in the literature that, owing to their stability characteristics, BDF-based Navier-Stokes
solvers of orders higher than two are unsuitable for use in connection with realistic applications. The 2002 refer-
ence [18], for example, compares various implicit methods for the Navier-Stokes equations, and it states “Practi-
cal experience indicates that large-scale engineering computations are seldom stable if run with BDF4. The BDF3
scheme, with its smaller regions of instability, is often stable but diverges for certain problems and some spatial opera-
tors. Thus, a reasonable practitioner might use the BDF2 scheme exclusively for large-scale computations.” We note,
however, that neither the article [18] nor the references it cites investigate in detail the stability restrictions associated
with the BDF methods of order s > 2, either theoretically or experimentally. And, importantly, higher-order methods
can be useful: as demonstrated in [11] methods of order higher than two give rise to very signiﬁcant advantages
for certain classes of problems—especially for long-time large-scale computations for which the temporal dispersion
inherent in low-order approaches would make it necessary to use inordinately small time-steps.)
This paper presents, for the ﬁrst time, high-order ADI-based Navier-Stokes solvers in a multi-domain implicit-
explicit context—thus reaping the beneﬁts of both the explicit and implicit approaches. While the computational
cost of the proposed (implicit) BDF-ADI schemes mentioned above grows only linearly with the size of the spatial
discretization, these schemes are signiﬁcantly more expensive per time step than their explicit counterparts—such
as the explicit Fourier Continuation solver presented in [12]. Thus the strategy proposed in this work calls for use
of multi-domain implicit-explicit solvers—implicit near boundaries where ﬁne discretizations are required to resolve
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boundary layers or intricate geometric features (which might require extremely small time steps in an explicit solver),
and explicit in regions in which the size of the spatial discretization does not impose signiﬁcant CFL constraints. (The
proposed multi-domain implicit-explicit schemes should not be confused with similarly-named IMEX methods [19]
which, e.g., in an advection-diﬀusion equation incorporate explicit treatment of the convective term and implicit
treatment of the diﬀusive term.)
PDE solvers for structured overset grids generally depend on ﬁnite diﬀerences (FD) to approximate spatial deriva-
tives, in view of their simplicity, ease of implementation, and limited cost per spatial discretization point. However,
achieving high-order spatial accuracy with FD, in practice, is not without challenges. As is well known, a reduc-
tion of the dispersion error inherent in FD methods requires an increasing number of points per wavelength for a
ﬁxed level of accuracy or use of higher-order methods which typically entail higher costs and restrictive CFL con-
straints [12, 13, 20]. In addition, the use of high-order biased stencils near and at domain boundaries can lead to
numerical instability. Although compact schemes [21, 22] and summation-by-parts (SBP) operators [23, 24, 25, 26]
are eﬀective in restoring stability to FD methods, they often do so at the expense of reduced accuracy orders near the
boundary. Certain techniques exist which oﬀer some improvements in regards to dispersion error, such as dispersion-
relation-preserving schemes [27, 28] and modiﬁed Pade´ operators [21]. Although these methods can be tuned to
provide perfect dispersion for a few select frequencies, there is a corresponding reduction in the order of accuracy of
the FD scheme, and these methods also do not address the broadband dispersion inherent in nonlinear problems.
Spectral methods, on the other hand, are an attractive alternative to tackle these challenges [29, 30, 31]: these meth-
ods generally require fewer discretization points for a given accuracy tolerance compared to ﬁnite diﬀerences, and
they reproduce the dispersion characteristics of the PDE remarkably well (perfectly in the case of Fourier methods).
Unfortunately, polynomial spectral methods require clustering of points at the boundaries of the domain, resulting in
severe time step restrictions for explicit methods. Classical Fourier methods use uniformly-spaced points but they are
only applicable to periodic problems—otherwise they suﬀer from the Gibbs phenomenon and the order of accuracy
deteriorates to ﬁrst order in the interior of the domain (see, e.g., [29, Ch. 2.2]).
The recently introduced Fourier Continuation method (FC), which is central to our solver methodology, pro-
vides spectral-like resolution in non-periodic contexts without requiring ﬁne meshes. The FC method produces an
interpolating Fourier series representation by relying on a “periodic extension” of a given function that closely ap-
proximates it in its original domain but which is periodic on a slightly enlarged domain. In the context of explicit
algorithms, following [12, 13, 20] the FC spatial discretizations are used in conjunction with the Adams-Bashforth
(AB) method [32, Ch. 3.9] of orders two through four. As shown in previous references [12, 13, 20, 14], the resulting
FC time-domain solvers (whether explicit or implicit) give rise to signiﬁcantly improved dispersion properties, low
computing costs, high accuracies and favorable spectral asymptotics in CFL constraints—as well as parallelization
with near-perfect scaling. In particular, the explicit solver is signiﬁcantly more accurate than other explicit methods
for similar computing times, and signiﬁcantly faster than other schemes for a given accuracy; cf. [12].
Unlike previous general Navier-Stokes solvers, all of the methods presented in this article, including the explicit,
implicit, and multi-domain solvers mentioned above, enjoy near spatial dispersionlessness as well as higher orders
of accuracy in both space and time. Such desirable characteristics are demonstrated, in particular, by means of im-
plicit and explicit solutions in single domains as well as multi-domain implicit-explicit solutions with non-trivial
boundary conditions—including no-slip boundary conditions at walls, and, depending on the case under consider-
ation, absorbing boundary conditions and inﬂow conditions. The proposed BDF-ADI solvers, further, enjoy the
properties of quasi-unconditional stability, dispersionlessness, and high-order accuracy in time. The multi-domain
implicit-explicit solver, in turn, is demonstrated, in particular, with results of two-dimensional ﬂow past a cylinder
and three-dimensional ﬂow past a sphere. These are the ﬁrst high-order time-accurate solutions produced by means
of a multi-domain Navier-Stokes solver with an implicit component.
2. Governing equations
Our proposed algorithms are used to solve the Navier-Stokes equations for viscous, compressible ﬂow, written in
non-conservative form, for the velocity u, temperature T and density ρ in a perfect gas in a d-dimensional domain
Ω ⊂ Rd (d = 2 or d = 3). We assume that the pressure p, density ρ, temperature T satisfy the ideal gas law p = ρRT ,
with gas constant R. The heat ﬂux q and the temperature gradient ∇T , in turn, are related by the isotropic Fourier law
q = −κ∇T , where κ is the temperature-dependent thermal conductivity. Using characteristic values L0, u0, ρ0, T0,
μ0 and κ0 for length, velocity, density, temperature, viscosity and heat conductivity, respectively, the Navier-Stokes
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equations can be written in the non-dimensional form [33]
ρt + ∇ · (ρu) = 0 (1a)
ut + u · ∇u + 1
γMa2
1
ρ
∇(ρT ) = 1
Re
1
ρ
∇ · σ (1b)
Tt + u · ∇T + (γ − 1)T∇ · u = γRePr
1
ρ
∇ · (κ∇T ) + γ(γ − 1)Ma
2
Re
1
ρ
Φ (1c)
(u = (ui), σ = (σi j), i, j = 1, . . . , d) where γ = cp/cv is the ratio of speciﬁc heats, Re = ρ0u0L0/μ0 is the Reynolds
number and Ma = u0/
√
γRT0 is the Mach number (with gas constant R = cp − cv), and where Pr = μ0cp/κ0 is the
Prandtl number. The non-dimensional primitive variables in these equations are the velocity vector u, the density ρ
and the temperature T ; the quantities σ and Φ, in turn, denote the Newtonian deviatoric stress tensor and the viscous
dissipation function, respectively: letting I denote the identity tensor, we have
σ = μ
(
∇u + ∇uT − 2
3
(∇ · u)I
)
and Φ =
∑
i j
σi j∂xiu j.
We assume that μ and κ are functions of temperature alone and, using Sutherland’s law [33, pp. 28–30], we express
them as
κ =
1 + S κ
T + S κ
T 3/2 and μ =
1 + S μ
T + S μ
T 3/2, (2)
where S κ and S μ are the non-dimensionalized Sutherland constants. The governing system (1) is completed by
imposing the appropriate boundary conditions for a given conﬁguration; see e.g. [33, Sec. 1-4]. A detailed description
of the boundary conditions for each example is given in the numerical results section.
3. Fourier continuation spatial approximation
The Fourier continuation (FC) method extends the advantages of the classical Fourier expansion (dispersionless-
ness and high-order accuracy, in particular) to general non-periodic domains and it is the foundation of the spatial
approximation used in our multi-domain solver. The Fourier continuation (FC) method produces an interpolating
Fourier series by constructing a “periodic extension” of a given function that closely approximates it in its original
domain but which is periodic over a slightly larger domain. In other words, given a function f deﬁned, without loss
of generality, on the unit interval f : [0, 1]→ R, the FC method produces a periodic function f c : [0, L]→ R deﬁned
on an extended interval, with L > 1, which closely approximates f on the original interval [0, 1].
Fully discrete Fourier continuation algorithms generally proceed as follows: given N equispaced discretization
points {xi}N−1i=0 ⊂ [0, 1], xi = ih, h = 1/(N − 1), together with the function values { fi}N−1i=0 , fi = f (xi), the FC method
produces a L-periodic trigonometric polynomial
f c(x) =
M∑
k=−M
ake
2πik
L x, (3)
that matches the given values of f at xi, i = 0, . . . ,N − 1. After forming the FC interpolant (3), derivatives of the
function can be computed easily by termwise diﬀerentiation:
∂ f
∂x
≈ ∂ f
c
∂x
=
M∑
k=−M
ak
2πik
L
e
2πik
L x.
Here M = (N + C − 1)/2, where C is the number of additional continuation points produced by the FC algorithm
(Gram or SVD) described in the next two subsections; without loss of generality, we assume that N + C is an odd
positive integer.
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3.1. Fourier continuation: FC(SVD)
The FC algorithm presented in [34] for high-order surface representations computes the coeﬃcients ak of the
series (3) as the solution of a least-squares minimization problem
{ak} = argmin
ak
N−1∑
i=0
| fi − f c(xi)|2,
which is found in practice by means of the singular value decomposition (SVD). This FC(SVD) method is, unfor-
tunately, far too expensive for time-dependent problems. To circumvent this diﬃculty, an accelerated method was
developed in [14] which allows for Fourier continuation of functions on the basis of a small number d = d, dr of
points at the left and right ends of the interval and a projection onto a Gram polynomial basis whose FC extensions
are precomputed via a high-precision SVD. In eﬀect, this procedure produces a “basis” of continuation functions that
can be utilized by a PDE solver. The following section presents a high-level description of the “FC(Gram)” method;
see [12, 13] for more detailed discussions in these regards.
3.2. Accelerated Fourier continuation: FC(Gram)
Let f = ( f0, . . . , fN−1)T be the column vector containing N values of a given smooth function f in the domain [0, 1]
at the equispaced points xi = ih, 0 ≤ i ≤ N − 1, and let fc = ( f c0 , . . . , f cN+C−1)T be the vector of N + C continuation
values (C > 0) on the extended domain [0, L] at the points xi = ih, 0 ≤ i ≤ N + C − 1, the ﬁrst N of which coincide
with the points of the original interval. For notational simplicity, we also use the periodic continuation of this discrete
function of xi to the whole line by deﬁning
xi+m(N+C) = (i + m(N +C))h and f ci+m(N+C) ≡ f ci for all m ∈ Z. (4)
The vector fc satisﬁes a matrix equation of the form [12]
fc =
(
I
A
)
f, (5)
where I is the N × N identity matrix and where A is a certain C × N matrix. The FC(Gram) algorithm produces the
C continuation function values using only a small number of points d and dr at the left and right ends of the interval
respectively. That is, the matrix A in equation (5) can be expressed in the form
Af = A
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
f0
...
fd−1
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ + Ar
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
fN−dr
...
fN−1
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ ,
where A and Ar are respectively C × d and C × dr matrices deﬁning a smooth “blend to zero” operation—i.e., A
takes the function values f0, . . . , fd−1 at x0, . . . , xd−1 and provides a smooth continuation to the left terminating with
the function values 0 at the points x−C−dr , . . . , x−C−1. Similarly, Ar provides a continuation to the right with values
fN−dr , . . . , fN−1 at xN−dr , . . . , xN−1 and 0 at the points xN+C , . . . , xN+C+d−1.
More precisely, the blend-to-zero operations proceed as follows: Without loss of generality let d = dr = d
(all FC computations in this article satisfy this assumption) and deﬁne δ = 1 − xN−d to be the width of the left
and right fringe regions. The rightward extension is obtained by applying the FC(SVD) algorithm described in the
previous section to a certain polynomial p(x) deﬁned on [1 − δ, L + δ] and extended periodically to the interval
[1 − δ, L + δ + (L − 1)]. The polynomial p(x) is the interpolant of the data fN−d, . . . , fN−1 at the points xN−d, . . . , xN−1
and zero at the points xN+C , . . . , xN+C+d. The resulting Fourier series is then sampled at the continuation points
xN , . . . , xN+C−1 to obtain the function values pcN , . . . , p
c
N+C−1. Similarly, the leftward extension is obtained by applying
the same procedure to the polynomial q(x) interpolating zero at the points xN−d, . . . , xN−1 and the data { f0, . . . , fd−1}
at the points xN+C , . . . , xN+C+d. Once the left and right continuations are computed, the values of the function f c are
simply the sum of the left and right extension values: f ci = p
c
i + q
c
i , N ≤ i ≤ N + C − 1. The entire procedure is
illustrated in Figure 1.
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0 1-δ 1 b b+δ b+1
Fig. 1. Illustration of the FC(Gram) method, showing the original function values on the b-periodic domain (solid circles) together with the
continuation values (open circles) which are obtained by summing the left and right blend-to-zero extensions (thin gray lines). The thick
black curves indicate the polynomial approximations in the fringe regions which are used to produce the blend-to-zero extensions.
Computing the SVDs necessary to complete the continuation procedure described above can be done once for all
time on appropriate bases of Gram polynomials in a precomputation stage. The continuation operation (5) is then
divided into two steps, which amounts to decomposing the matrices A and Ar into the products
A = BQ, Ar = BrQr.
The d × d matrices Q and Qr are projections onto orthogonal bases of Gram polynomials which are zero at the right
and left fringe points, respectively; and the C × d matrices B and Br are, respectively, the precomputed left and right
blend-to-zero extensions on those bases, as described in the previous paragraph.
Remark 1. For all numerical examples presented in this article using the FC spatial approximation, the number of
left and right fringe points is d = 5 and the number of continuation points is C = 25. For simplicity, the biased order
extensions introduced in [12] are not used.
Remark 2. We emphasize that, for a given block in a multi-block mesh, the spatial derivatives along a given direction
in parameter space are computed one dimension at a time using the one-dimensional FC(Gram) algorithm. Note that
the periodic extension (5) used to compute the discrete Fourier coeﬃcients of the FC interpolant (3) is an intermediate
step that does not alter the underlying domain in any way. Once the FC interpolant is formed, it is diﬀerentiated
term-by-term to obtain the desired derivative approximation. In the context of the multidomain implicit-explicit solver
proposed in this paper, the one-dimensional FC algorithm is applied to all implicit and explicit domains.
Remark 3. As expected, the assumed smoothness of the approximated function f is required for high-order conver-
gence in the FC method. As a result, unless special methodologies are used to deal with geometric singularities,
FC-based PDE solvers only yield high accuracy when applied to PDEs on smooth domains [14, 35].
4. Time marching
For clarity, it will be convenient to express the governing equations in terms of a (d + 2)-dimensional solution
vector Q = (uT, T, ρ)T so that the system (1) becomes
Qt = P(Q, x, t), x ∈ Ω, t ≥ 0, (6)
where P is a vector-valued nonlinear diﬀerential operator. Note that the x and t dependence of the operator P allows
for source terms which depend on both space and time.
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4.1. Explicit time marching
Following [12], an Adams-Bashforth (AB) explicit time marching method [32, Ch. 3.9] is employed in all sub-
domains where relatively large spatial discretizations do not give rise to stringent CFL constraints. Although the
fourth order explicit Runge-Kutta (RK4) scheme is a popular choice for Navier-Stokes time-stepping, the speciﬁca-
tion of high-order boundary conditions at intermediate stages requires special treatment [36, 37]. Further, both the
AB and BDF methods used in our hybrid methodology require enforcement of boundary conditions at the same time
level—which leads to a simpler algorithm than would result from use of the multi-stage RK4 method. For convection-
dominated problems, however, use of the RK4 scheme might prove a valuable alternative to AB4—since the stability
domain of the former method makes a larger intersection with the imaginary axis than does the stability domain of
the latter, so that, with a similar cost, a stability-limited time step consisting of four stages of RK4 may be somewhat
longer than one stability-limited time step of AB4.
In this article, AB methods of orders 2 to 4 are used, depending on the desired order of time accuracy. Given the
form of the PDE (6), the AB scheme of order s for the approximate solution Qn+1 at time t = tn+1 is given by
Qn+1 = Qn + Δt
s−1∑
j=0
b jP(Qn− j, x, tn− j); (7)
the AB coeﬃcients b j are summarized in Table 1. Explicit domains in all the numerical examples in this article use
Table 1. Coeﬃcients for AB methods of orders s = 1, . . . , 4.
s b0 b1 b2 b3
1 1
2 32 − 12
3 2312 − 43 512
4 5524 − 5924 3724 − 38
Dirichlet-type boundary conditions. Enforcement is accomplished by injecting the boundary values at all boundary
points at the end of each time step, as described in [12].
4.2. Implicit time marching
In subdomains where a ﬁne spatial resolution is required, such as in the vicinity of boundary layers or near complex
geometric regions, we use an implicit time marching method that is unconditionally stable for “adequately-resolved”
ﬂows as explained in [11]. A detailed description of our BDF-based ADI time marching schemes is given in [11] but,
for completeness, a brief summary is provided in what follows.
To derive our BDF-based ADI time marching schemes we consider the following quasilinear-like curvilinear
form [11] of the Navier-Stokes equations (1) for the solution vector Q = Q(ξ, η, ζ, t),
Qt + Mξ,1(Q)
∂
∂ξ
Q + Mη,1(Q)
∂
∂η
Q + Mζ,1(Q)
∂
∂ζ
Q
+ Mξ,2(Q)
∂2
∂ξ2
Q + Mη,2(Q)
∂2
∂η2
Q + Mζ,2(Q)
∂2
∂ζ2
Q
+ Mξη(Q)
∂2
∂ξ∂η
Q + Mξζ(Q)
∂2
∂ξ∂ζ
Q + Mηζ(Q)
∂2
∂η∂ζ
Q + M0(Q)Q = 0.
(8)
where the various M matrices (Mξ,1, Mξ,2, etc.) are matrix-valued functions of Q. Explicit expressions for the M
matrices in equation (8) are given in [11]. The physical domain Ω ⊂ R3, whose coordinates are (x, y, z), is assumed
to be the image of smooth invertible mappings x = x(ξ, η, ζ), y = y(ξ, η, ζ), z = z(ξ, η, ζ) of a computational domain
(which we take to be a cube C = [1, 2]3 for 1, 2 ∈ R) with coordinates (ξ, η, ζ).
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Throughout this section we consider a semi-discrete form of (6) where only the time variable is discretized and
spatial operators are assumed to be continuous. Let Qj denote the numerical approximation of Q at time t = t j. Then,
the well-known implicit (Δt)s+1 locally-accurate ((Δt)s globally-accurate) order-s BDF formula applied to (6) yields
Qn+1 =
s−1∑
k=0
akQn−k + bΔtP(Qn+1, x, tn+1), (9)
where ak and b are the BDF coeﬃcients of order s. Table 2 shows the BDF coeﬃcients for orders s = 1 through s = 6.
The description of our ADI methodology is simpliﬁed using the following variable-coeﬃcient diﬀerential operators
Table 2. Coeﬃcients for BDF methods of orders s with s = 1, . . . , 6.
s a0 a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 b
1 1 1
2 43 − 13 23
3 1811 − 911 211 611
4 4825 − 3625 1625 − 325 1225
5 300137 − 300137 200137 − 75137 12137 60137
6 360147 − 450147 400147 − 225147 72147 − 10147 60147
A[R] =
2∑
j=0
Mξ, j(R)
∂ j
∂ξ j
(10a)
B[R] =
2∑
j=1
Mη, j(R)
∂ j
∂η j
(10b)
C[R] =
2∑
j=1
Mζ, j(R)
∂ j
∂ζ j
(10c)
G[R] = Mξη(R) ∂
2
∂ξ∂η
+ Mξζ(R)
∂2
∂ξ∂ζ
+ Mηζ(R)
∂2
∂η∂ζ
, (10d)
where R is a given (d + 2)-dimensional vector valued function. Note that we deﬁne Mξ,0(R) ≡ M0(R). For example,
if we apply the diﬀerential operatorA[R] to a vector function S , we obtain
A[R]S = Mξ,0(R)S + Mξ,1(R)∂S
∂ξ
+ Mξ,2(R)
∂2S
∂ξ2
(11)
(and similarly for B, C, and G). Now equation (9) can be rewritten as
(
I + bΔtA
[
Qn+1
]
+ bΔtB
[
Qn+1
]
+ bΔtC
[
Qn+1
])
Qn+1 =
s−1∑
k=0
akQn−k − bΔtG
[
Qn+1
]
Qn+1. (12)
Previous ADI-based Navier-Stokes solvers have relied on either linearization or iterations to adequately account for
nonlinear terms. In contrast, the methods proposed in this paper employ polynomial extrapolations of order p
Q˜n+1p ≡
p−1∑
k=0
(−1)k
(
p
k + 1
)
Qn−k (p ≥ 1) (13)
(with p = s) to approximate the matrix-valued functions M in the operators (10). The extrapolation order is selected
so that high-order-accurate approximations of the nonlinear terms at time tn+1 are obtained.
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Using an extrapolated solution, we obtain a variable-coeﬃcient but linear approximation to (12)
(I + bΔtAs + bΔtBs + bΔtCs)Qn+1 =
s−1∑
k=0
akQn−k − bΔtGsQn+1 (14)
for Qn+1, where we have deﬁned the operators
As = A[Q˜n+1s ], Bs = B[Q˜n+1s ], Cs = C[Q˜n+1s ], Gs = G[Q˜n+1s ]. (15)
Clearly, if we use an order s extrapolation for Qn+1 for the operators (15), the equations (14) are equivalent to the
corresponding (s + 1)-th order equation (12) up to an error of order (Δt)s+1, and therefore they themselves are locally
accurate to order (s + 1) in time.
As shown in [11], it is possible to factor equations (14) in a form that minimizes the work needed to form the
right-hand sides of the ADI scheme which, at the same, simpliﬁes the enforcement of boundary conditions. The
Douglas-Gunn splitting form that we use is
(I + bΔtAs)Q∗ =
s−1∑
k=0
akQn−k − bΔtGsQ˜n+1s − bΔt (Bs + Cs) Q˜n+1s−1 (16a)
(I + bΔtBs)Q∗∗ = Q∗ + bΔtBsQ˜n+1s−1 (16b)
(I + bΔtCs)Qn+1 = Q∗∗ + bΔtCsQ˜n+1s−1 . (16c)
A remarkable property of the Douglas-Gunn splitting (16) is that applying the same boundary conditions for Q
at time t = tn+1 to Q∗ and Q∗∗ preserves the overall (Δt)s+1 truncation error (see [11]). Thus, to advance the solution
from time step tn to tn+1, we can impose Dirichlet-type boundary conditions for the intermediate-time unknowns
Q∗ = (u∗T, T ∗, ρ∗)T and Q∗∗ = (u∗∗T, T ∗∗, ρ∗∗)T as follows(
u∗(ξ, η, ζ)
T ∗(ξ, η, ζ)
)
=
(
gu(ξ, η, ζ, tn+1)
gT (ξ, η, ζ, tn+1)
)
, for ξ = 1, 2 and η, ζ ∈ [1, 2] (17a)(
u∗∗(ξ, η, ζ)
T ∗∗(ξ, η, ζ)
)
=
(
gu(ξ, η, ζ, tn+1)
gT (ξ, η, ζ, tn+1)
)
, for η = 1, 2 and ξ, ζ ∈ [1, 2] (17b)(
un+1(ξ, η, ζ)
Tn+1(ξ, η, ζ)
)
=
(
gu(ξ, η, ζ, tn+1)
gT (ξ, η, ζ, tn+1)
)
, for ζ = 1, 2 and ξ, η ∈ [1, 2]. (17c)
Note that the results in Section 10 demonstrate that the expected order of accuracy is also achieved in the case of
general boundary conditions, including cases in which time-dependent, inﬂow, and absorbing boundary conditions
are speciﬁed.
We remark that for numerical stability, a mild Pade´-type sixth-order ﬁlter [38] is used with both explicit and
implicit time marching.
4.2.1. Stability of the BDF-ADI algorithm
In this section we review the stability properties of the BDF-ADI methods. In [17] it was proved that the second
order BDF-ADI method is unconditionally stable for linear constant coeﬃcient advection and parabolic equations
including mixed derivative terms (treated via the algorithm described in Section 4.2 above) in two dimensional space
using either Fourier spectral collocation with periodic boundary conditions or Legendre collocation in a square with
homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions. In particular, it was shown that temporal extrapolations used for the
splitting and mixed derivative terms in the BDF-ADI method do not aﬀect the unconditional stability enjoyed by the
fully implicit BDF method.
The previous contributions, including [17], do not present stability proofs for the BDF-ADI methods of order
higher than 2, but, in order to provide insights into the stability properties arising from the BDF time-stepping scheme
in the context of time-domain PDE solvers, [17, Sec. 5.1] investigates the stability of the BDF schemes of order s ≥ 2
under periodic boundary conditions and Fourier discretizations. In particular, it is shown in that section that the BDF
schemes for the advection-diﬀusion equation
ut + α · ∇u = βΔu (18)
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are quasi-unconditionally stable. Here u denotes an unknown function in d = 1, 2, and 3 spatial dimensions with
constant coeﬃcients α ∈ Rd and β > 0. The precise deﬁnition of quasi-unconditional stability is as follows:
Deﬁnition 1. Let Ωh be a family of spatial discretizations of a domain Ω controlled by a mesh-size parameter h and
let Δt be a temporal step size. A numerical method for the solution of the PDE Qt = PQ in Ω is said to be quasi-
unconditionally stable if there exist positive constants Mh and Mt such that for each Δt < Mt the method is stable
for arbitrarily small values of h—provided h < Mh.
The following theorem is established in [17].
Theorem 1. The Fourier-based BDF scheme of order s for the problem (18) with 3 ≤ s ≤ 6 is quasi-unconditionally
stable with constants Mt =
β
||α||2 mC and Mh = ∞. Approximate values of the s-dependent constant mC are given in
Table 3.
Table 3. Numerical values of the constant mC appearing in Theorem 1 incorporating, additionally, the full unconditional stability result [17,
Sec. ] for s = 2.
s 2 3 4 5 6
mC ∞ 14.0 5.12 1.93 0.191
In other words, although BDF schemes of order greater than two are not A-stable, the periodic, Fourier-based BDF
algorithms for the advection-diﬀusion equation do not suﬀer from CFL-like restrictions for any temporal time-step
satisfying Δt < β||α||2 mC , where mC is the Δx-independent constant listed in Table 3 for the various orders of tem-
poral accuracy. In particular, for any ﬁxed Δt < β||α||2 mC , the s-order methods are stable for arbitrarily small spatial
discretizations (2 ≤ s ≤ 6).
It is worth pointing out that the theorem applies, in particular, to BDF schemes of order 3 and 4, whose stability
regions do not include a segment of the imaginary axis in a neighborhood of the origin [39, Table 2.2] (unlike BDF
orders 1, 2, 5, and 6). One might expect that this property could be problematic for small viscosity, but Table 3 shows
that BDF orders 3 and 4 are more stable than BDF orders 5 and 6 for suﬃciently ﬁne spatial discretizations. Although
quasi-unconditional stability was not established for the BDF-ADI method, numerical illustrations in Section 5.2
of [17] demonstrate quantitatively, via a numerical study, that the quasi-unconditional stability property carries over
to the Navier-Stokes equations as well.
5. Dispersion properties of FC-based solvers
In this section we present computational results that demonstrate the favorable numerical dispersion properties of
FC-based solvers.
Consider the advection equation over the interval [xl, xr] = [0, 100]⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩ut + ux = 0, (x, t) ∈ [xl, xr] × (0, T ],u(x, 0) = u0(x), x ∈ [xl, xr]. (19)
The initial condition u0(x) and boundary condition at x = xl are chosen so that the exact solution u is a wave packet
given by
u(x, t) = A0 exp
[
− ln 2
( x − x0 − t
w
)2]
sin [κ (x − x0 − t)] , (20)
where the amplitude A0 = 1.0, half-width w = 1.0, source center x0 = 0, and wavenumber κ = 10. We solve
equation (19) up to a ﬁnal time T = 80 (when the wave packet has travelled more than 127 wavelengths). To assess
the impact of our overset grid methodology on numerical dispersion, we solve (19) over a single-domain grid and also
on a 10-sub-domain overlapping grid. The single-domain is represented by a uniformly-spaced grid deﬁned by
I =
{
x j : x j = xl + ( j − 1)h, j = 1, . . . ,N
}
,
where h = (xr − xl)/(N − 1); the number of points is set to N = 1600, which corresponds to approximately 10 points
per wavelength. The 10-sub-domain grid is constructed from the single-domain grid by dividing the N points into ten
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(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 2. Numerical wavenumber and numerical group speed of fourth-order approximations of the ﬁrst derivative using Fourier continu-
ation (FC4), a dispersion-relation-preserving ﬁnite diﬀerence scheme (DRP4), and compact ﬁnite diﬀerences (CP4). a) Scaled numerical
wavenumber κ¯h vs. scaled wavenumber κh. b) Scaled numerical group speed (κ¯h)′ vs. scaled wavenumber κh. c) Close-up view of the
numerical group speed (κ¯h)′.
overlapping sub-intervals in such a way that adjacent sub-domains share six points. Interval connectivity is enforced
after each time step using the data exchange methodology described in Section 7.
Spatial derivatives are approximated using a fourth-order Fourier continuation (FC4) (see Remark 1 for details).
For comparison, we also compute derivatives using a fourth-order optimized dispersion-relation-preserving (DRP4)
ﬁnite diﬀerence scheme [28] (optimized over the scaled wavenumber range 0 ≤ κh ≤ 1.1) and a fourth-order compact
(CP4) ﬁnite diﬀerence scheme [21] (using the notation of [21], the particular tridiagonal CP4 scheme that we use has
parameters α = 1/4, β = 0, a = 2(α + 2)/3, b = (4α − 1)/3, c = 0).
We perform a Fourier analysis to determine the resolution properties of each derivative approximation. Follow-
ing [12], given a complex exponential f (x) = eiκx, we deﬁne the eﬀective or numerical wavenumber κ¯ by
κ¯  −i 〈D f , f 〉〈 f , f 〉 , where 〈 f , g〉 
N∑
j=1
f (x j)g∗(x j) (21)
and g∗ denotes the complex conjugate of g. When the operator D ≡ d/dx, the numerical wavenumber κ¯ = κ. If
D = D˜, an approximation to the spatial derivative operator, then κ¯ is a function of κ. In the case where an equally-
spaced grid is used, it suﬃces to restrict the scaled wavenumber κh so that |κh| ≤ π. In this case we also consider the
scaled numerical wavenumber κ¯h, a 2π-periodic function of κh, instead of just κ¯. (An in-depth discussion of numerical
wavenumbers of ﬁnite diﬀerences can be found in [40].)
The numerical wavenumbers of CP4, DRP4, and FC4 are shown in Figure 2(a). Note that although all three meth-
ods approximate the ﬁrst derivative to fourth-order accuracy, there are important diﬀerences in their wave resolution
properties. To 1% error, CP4 can resolve waves up to κh ≈ 1.09 with about six points per wavelength (PPW). DRP4
fares better at κh ≈ 1.24, requiring approximately ﬁve PPW to achieve the same accuracy. On the other hand, FC4
can resolve waves with κh ≈ 2.12 also at 1% accuracy but using only three points per wavelength.
Although numerical wavenumbers provide us with a measure of the accuracy of derivative approximations of a
single complex exponential, it is well-known (see, e.g., [41]) that the wave propagation properties of a numerical
method are more adequately described by the numerical group velocity (or group speed in the one-dimensional case).
An expression for the group speed in terms of the wavenumber can be obtained from the dispersion relation. For this
equation, if we substitute a solution of the form v = ei(κx−ωt) into (19), we ﬁnd that the analytical dispersion relation is
given by ω = κ, where ω is the angular frequency; the analytical group speed is then dωdκ ≡ 1.
Next, we derive an approximate numerical dispersion relation–under the assumption that the temporal error is
relatively small compared with the spatial error–which suﬃces for our purposes. In all cases, the fully discrete solver
is obtained from a combination of one of the three derivative approximations (CP4, DRP4, or FC4) and an explicit
fourth-order Adams-Bashforth method (AB4). We use the relatively small value Δt ≈ 6.3 · 10−4, for which we have
Δt/h = 0.01, so that the main error contribution results from the spatial discretization. To fourth-order temporal
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Fig. 3. Numerical solution of the advection equation (19) over [0, 100] at time T = 80. For reference, the exact solution (plotted using a
dashed line) is also shown at the ﬁnal time. The domain [0, 100] is represented by a 10 sub-domain grid with a six-point neighbor overlap.
In all cases the numerical solution is evolved to the ﬁnal time T using fourth-order Adams-Bashforth (AB4). Derivatives are computed to
fourth-order accuracy using a compact ﬁnite diﬀerence scheme (CP4), a dispersion-relation-preserving ﬁnite diﬀerence scheme (DRP4), or
Fourier Continuation (FC4). The relative errors at time T are a) 7.64 · 10−1 with CP4-AB4, b) 5.81 · 10−1 with DRP4-AB4 and c) 2.65 · 10−2
with FC4-AB4.
accuracy, we obtain an approximate dispersion relation from
d
dt
vn ≈ −D˜vn ⇒ −iωvn ≈ −D˜vn ⇒ ω ≈ −i 〈D˜v
n, vn〉
〈vn, vn〉 = κ¯,
where vn  v(·, nΔt) and the integer n denotes the time step. The numerical group speed is then approximately equal
to dκ¯dκ , which we can also write in the following scaled form
(κ¯h)′ =
d(κ¯h)
d(κh)
. (22)
Figure 2(b) shows that CP4 and DRP4 yield group speeds that are less than 1 for κh > 1.5. FC4 reproduces the
correct group speed to 1% accuracy for waves up to κh = 2.7. With the wavenumber set to κ = 10 and the given
resolution, we ﬁnd that the wave packet’s central wavenumber is κh ≈ 0.63. A magniﬁed view of Figure 2(b), shown
in Figure 2(c), predicts that waves with components at around κh = 0.63 will propagate about 0.2% faster with
DRP4, and approximately 1% slower with CP4, than the exact wave, which moves with speed one. In contrast, the
group speed for FC4 predicts that the wave packet should propagate at the correct advection speed with an error of
approximately 1.5 · 10−6.
In the computational results that follow, we report relative errors εt at time t in the ∞-norm
εt 
‖u − u¯‖∞
‖u‖∞ , where ‖u‖∞ = max1≤ j≤N{|u j|}, (23)
and u = (u(x1, t), . . . , u(xN , t)) and u¯ = (u¯1, . . . , u¯N) denote the exact and approximate solution to (20) at time t,
respectively. For multi-domains, the error is deﬁned to be the maximum relative error over all sub-domains.
Table 4. Relative errors for solution of the advection equation at time T = 80 over 1- and 10-sub-domain grids. In all cases the numerical
solution is evolved to the ﬁnal time T using fourth-order Adams-Bashforth (AB4). Derivatives are computed to fourth-order accuracy
using a compact ﬁnite diﬀerence scheme (CP4), a dispersion-relation-preserving ﬁnite diﬀerence scheme (DRP4), or Fourier Continuation
(FC4).
# sub-domains 1 10
CP4-AB4 7.63E-01 7.64E-01
DRP4-AB4 5.99E-01 5.81E-01
FC4-AB4 2.71E-02 2.65E-02
Solving to a ﬁnal time T = 80 over the single-grid domain, the fully discrete solver CP4-AB4 propagates the
center of the wave packet to x = 79.3010, for an approximate wave speed of 0.9913 or about 1% slower than the
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exact advection speed. At κh = 0.63, the CP4 group velocity predicts a speed of 0.9955, which is consistent with
the numerical results. Over the 10-sub-domain grid, the results are similar: the wave travels to x = 79.3007 with
nearly the same speed as in the single-domain case. From the DRP4 scheme’s group velocity we expect a speed
of 1.0026, so the numerical solution should overtake the analytical solution. The DRP4-AB4 computational results
over the single- and multi-domain cases yield a speed error of 8 · 10−4 and 7 · 10−4, respectively; the wave having
travelled to x = 80.08, ahead of the correct ﬁnal wave location. The actual propagation speed error for FC4 over the
1- and 10-sub-domain cases, on the other hand, is 1.03 · 10−5 and 7.25 · 10−6, respectively. It is important to note the
solution errors, displayed in Table 4, that accompany these propagation speed errors: as demonstrated in this table, the
improved dispersion character of the FC approach translates into corresponding improvements in the solution error,
both for the single and multi-domain algorithms, over the solution errors provided by the CP4 and DRP4 algorithms.
6. FC-based solver for variable coeﬃcient ODE systems
The implicit time marching component of the implicit-explicit solver presented in this article requires solutions
of one dimensional variable coeﬃcient boundary-value ODE systems discretized by the FC spatial approximation. In
this section, we develop an FC-based ODE system solver that is used in each sweep of the BDF-ADI implicit methods
developed in Section 4.2.
Consider the ODE system
A q + Bqx +C qxx = f (24)
over the interval x ∈ [0, 1], with general Robin boundary conditions
a q + b qx = g, x = 0 (25a)
c q + d qx = h, x = 1 (25b)
where q and f are m-dimensional vector-valued functions of x; A, B, and C are m × m matrix-valued functions of x;
a, b, c, and d are m × m matrices; and g and h are m-vectors. The matrices C, a, b, c, and d could have rows equal to
zero, and we do assume that each row of C is zero at x = 0 (respectively x = 1) if the corresponding rows of a and
b (c and d) are both zero (i.e., a boundary condition is supplied for each row in equation (24) with second derivative
terms).
Discretization of the interval into N equispaced points yields the vector- or matrix-valued grid functions qi = q(xi),
Ai = A(xi), etc. Let δx and δxx be the discrete FC ﬁrst and second derivative operators, respectively. Then the
system (24) is block-decomposed, with the i-th interior block (i = 2, . . . ,N − 1) given by
Aiqi + Bi
N∑
j=1
(δx)i jq j +Ci
N∑
j=1
(δxx)i jq j = fi. (26)
The non-zero rows of the boundary conditions (25) are used to replace the rows of the discretized ODE for i = 1,N.
In detail, let a superscript k denote the k-th row of a vector or matrix. We introduce the modiﬁed matrices and vectors
Aˆi, Bˆi and fi (i = 1,N) given by
Aˆk1 =
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩A
k
1 if a
k = bk = 0
ak otherwise
AˆkN =
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩A
k
N if c
k = dk = 0
ck otherwise
Bˆk1 =
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩B
k
1 if a
k = bk = 0
bk otherwise
BˆkN =
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩B
k
N if c
k = dk = 0
dk otherwise
fˆ k1 =
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩ f
k
1 if a
k = bk = 0
gk otherwise
fˆ kN =
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩ f
k
N if c
k = dk = 0
hk otherwise
.
The ﬁrst and N-th blocks of the discretized ODE system are then deﬁned to be
Aˆiqi + Bˆi
N∑
j=1
(δx)i jq j = fˆi, i = 1,N. (27)
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In general, the linear system deﬁned by equations (26) and (27) is full and nonsymmetric, so we use a precon-
ditioned GMRES iterative solver to invert the system [42]. A second order ﬁnite diﬀerence solver is used to left
precondition the system, which greatly reduces the number of iterations needed for convergence [43]; cf. [29, Ch.
15.3]. The ﬁnite diﬀerence system is given by equations (26) and (27) with the discrete FC derivative operators δx
and δxx replaced by corresponding centered diﬀerence schemes in the interior and a two-point one sided scheme at
the boundary. The result is a block-tridiagonal system which we invert eﬃciently using a block-LU decomposition.
The factorization need only be performed once per call of the GMRES solver.
Fig. 4. One dimensional spatial convergence test of the variable coeﬃcient FC-ODE solver for the system (28) with exact solution (29).
Figure 4 demonstrates the convergence of the solver for the model ODE system
u + Δt
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝˜u ux + Tx + T˜
ρ˜
ρx − ν
ρ˜
uxx
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ = f 1 (28a)
T + Δt
(˜
u Tx + T˜ ux − ν
ρ˜
Txx
)
= f 2 (28b)
ρ + Δt (˜u ρx + ρ˜ ux) = f 3 (28c)
in the domain x ∈ [0, 1], where Δt = 0.01 and ν = 0.01 are constant. (Note that the form of these equations coincides
with that of the system (16) that is solved in each sweep of the BDF-ADI scheme.) The functions u˜, T˜ , and ρ˜ are
given by
u˜ = 1 − 6esin(5x), T˜ = log(3 + sin(6x)), ρ˜ = 1 + 1
2
cos(4x2 + 2), (29)
and the right-hand side functions are chosen so that the exact solution is u = u˜, T = T˜ , ρ = ρ˜. Let q = (u, T, ρ)T , then
the boundary conditions are given by (25) with pseudorandom matrices
a =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
0.71 0.39 0.19
0.51 0.71 0.06
0 0 0
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ b =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
0.27 0.60 0.29
0.73 0.58 0.04
0 0 0
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
c =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
0.87 0.57 0.20
0.19 0.41 0.51
0 0 0
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ d =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
0.07 0.72 0.99
0.84 0.85 0.25
0 0 0
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
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and where the right-hand sides are chosen to satisfy the exact solution. Notice that no boundary conditions are
prescribed for ρ.
Remark 4. The paper [43] presents an alternative variable coeﬃcient scalar FC-ODE solver, which diﬀers from
the one presented here mainly in two respects: 1) It solves for the particular and homogeneous solutions separately,
using the homogeneous solutions to correct the particular solution. This approach could be useful when solving
many ODEs with the same coeﬃcients and right-hand side but diﬀerent boundary conditions. However, due to the
nonlinearity of the Navier-Stokes equations, the ODEs we must solve have coeﬃcients that change at each time step,
and the approach in [43] provides no signiﬁcant advantage. 2) It uses high-order asymptotic matching for the narrow
boundary layers that occur in highly singularly perturbed ODEs, which were necessary to ensure stability of the PDE
solver for very small Δt. These corrections were found to be unnecessary for the stability of the Navier-Stokes solver
for all time discretizations we considered.
7. Grid methodology
Our domain decomposition strategy relies on an overset (or composite) grid methodology to represent general
domains for which a single smooth grid may be impossible or impractical to construct. Suppose that the domain of
interest is a region Ω ⊂ R3 with boundary ∂Ω and assume that there is a set of Nν smooth transformations
(xν(ξ, η, ζ), yν(ξ, η, ζ), zν(ξ, η, ζ)) : [1, 2]3 → R3, ν = 1, . . . ,Nν, (30)
whose images cover the region and its boundary using Nν subdomains:
Ω ⊆
Nν⋃
ν=1
Ων and ∂Ω ⊆
Nν⋃
ν=1
∂Ων.
If Cν := [1, 2]3, 1, 2 ∈ R, denotes a reference Cartesian domain with coordinates (ξ, η, ζ), then each component
subdomain
Ων = {(xν(ξ, η, ζ), yν(ξ, η, ζ), zν(ξ, η, ζ)) : (ξ, η, ζ) ∈ Cν}
is simply the image of Cν under its associated mapping (xν, yν, zν). After deﬁning a uniformly-spaced grid on Cν
ξ j = ( j − 1)Δξ, j = 1, . . . ,Nνξ , Δξ =
1
Nνξ − 1
,
ηk = (k − 1)Δη, k = 1, . . . ,Nνη, Δη =
1
Nνη − 1 ,
ζ = ( − 1)Δζ,  = 1, . . . ,Nνζ , Δζ =
1
Nνζ − 1
,
where Nνξ , N
ν
η, and N
ν
ζ denote the number of nodes along each dimension, we apply the mapping (30) to obtain the
“physical coordinates” of the νth grid
Gν =
{(
xνjk, y
ν
jk, z
ν
jk
)
: xνjk = x
ν(ξ j, ηk, ζ), yνjk = y
ν(ξ j, ηk, ζ), zνjk = z
ν(ξ j, ηk, ζ)
}
.
Grid connectivity is enforced through either piecewise polynomial interpolation in the general case, or using
smooth, one-dimensional, convex combinations along grid lines when neighboring nodes overlap perfectly. Each
overset grid shares a layer of points with neighboring sub-domains and has one of two types of overlapping bound-
aries: 1) the overlap region is imperfect, in that one or more points (generally all) do not correspond to any grid point
in any neighboring grid, and 2) all points in the boundary region are also grid points in a neighboring patch, resulting
in a perfect overlap. Boundaries of the ﬁrst type are referred to as interpolation boundaries. They consist of sets
of interpolation points, and they enable information transfer from one grid to another by means of suitably high-order
(explicit) interpolation methods. The other kind of boundary, which we call an exchange boundary, does not require
interpolation and data is simply exchanged among neighbors that share perfectly overlapping regions.
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7.1. Interpolation boundaries
To describe our interpolation strategy, suppose that p = (x∗, y∗, z∗) is an interpolation point in some domain Ων′ .
By construction, p is contained in at least two patches. Suppose Ων is one such patch and let q = (ξ∗, η∗, ζ∗) be the
point in the computational domain of Ων corresponding to p—that is, x(ξ∗, η∗, ζ∗) = x∗ and similarly for the other
coordinates. For Ων to be an acceptable donor patch, an m×m×m stencil of points (m is the stencil width, resulting in
m-th order interpolation) must be found such that the stencil includes q in its interior in such a way that no points in the
interpolation stencil used are themselves receivers of interpolation data from other patches. (Exchange points are not
excluded from being part of a donor stencil to an interpolation point.) Of the stencils satisfying these requirements,
the one with q closest to its center is chosen. A function is then interpolated in the computational domain using a
tensor product Lagrange interpolation formula
uν
′
j′k′′ =
j1∑
j= j0
k1∑
k=k0
1∑
=0
Lj(ξ j′ )Lk(ηk′ )L(ζ′ )uνjk. (31)
To ensure the desired overall spatio-temporal accuracy order is obtained, the interpolation stencil is selected as
described in [5]: the interpolation order of accuracy used is one more than that of the underlying spatial approximation.
It is important to note that the grid overlap is kept constant as grids are reﬁned (otherwise the interpolation order
must increase accordingly as discussed in [5]). Extensive numerical experiments using complex, but ﬁxed, overset
grids indicate that this selection of interpolation stencils does not adversely aﬀect either the high-order accuracy
or the stability of the hybrid explicit-implicit overset solver in the present FC context. For dynamic overset grids,
interpolation schemes that explicitly enforce global mass conservation can be advantageous [44].
7.2. Exchange boundaries
Exchange points can be thought of as interpolation points where the point p is itself one of the points in the
donor stencil. For simplicity, in the remainder of this article “interpolation” boundaries (points) will refer to both
interpolation and exchange boundaries (points). Diﬀerences in implementation will be noted where necessary. In all
our examples, a stencil width of m = 7 is employed, and each interpolation boundary consists of a two-points-deep,
so that the overlap at an exchange boundary is four points wide. Figure 5 illustrates the exchange data process in a
one-dimensional case.
1
2
a)
b)
Fig. 5. One dimensional illustration of exchange boundaries. a) Domains 1 and 2 overlap perfectly in a region four points wide. b) At the
data-passing step of the algorithm, the solution values of the last two points in each domain are substituted by the corresponding values in
the neighboring subpatch.
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8. Multi-domain implicit-explicit subiteration strategy
The proposed single-stage multi-domain implicit-explicit solver uses the same time-step value Δt for all patches.
(Of course, this requires Δt to satisfy the strictest stability and accuracy requirements over all the component meshes.
See also Section 4.1 for comments on possible use of multi-stage time-evolution.) Using this time step the algorithm
proceeds as follows. At ﬁrst the solution is evolved from time tn to time tn+1 = tn+Δt over all explicit patches using the
available physical boundary conditions as well as, when needed, values at time tn on the patch boundary obtained from
other explicit and implicit patches. The evolution from tn to tn+1 over an implicit patch, in turn, requires boundary
conditions at time tn+1 throughout the patch boundary—which generally includes boundary portions contained within
the physical boundary, as well as portions that are contained within other explicit and implicit patches. The ﬁrst two
of these are readily available, either by evaluation of the given boundary conditions at time tn+1, or by interpolation
from tn+1 values obtained from the aforementioned explicit evolution. (In fact, a slight modiﬁcation of this strategy
is actually implemented in our solvers to improve parallel eﬃciency; see Remark 5.) The evaluation of last set of
boundary conditions, ﬁnally, is obtained by means of (a small number of) subiterations which, starting from boundary
values at time tn to evolve the implicit patch, and subsequently exchanging information among all implicit patches
and re-evolving to time tn+1 over the implicit patches, eventually produce the correct boundary values at time tn+1. (In
practice, as few as two subiterations suﬃce to produce the correct patch boundary condition starting from the solution
at time tn.)
In summary, the multi-domain implicit-explicit subiteration algorithm proceeds as follows:
1. All explicit patches are marched forward in time from time tn to time tn+1.
2. Interpolation data from explicit patches is sent to neighboring patches.
3. All implicit patches are iteratively marched forward in time with exchange of boundary values at the end of
each subiteration, to eventually obtain the necessary boundary values at time tn+1 (See remark 5).
4. The subiteration process continues until a prescribed number of subiterations have been completed, which
completes the evaluation of the solution at time tn+1.
Remark 5. Steps 1 and 3 could be performed in parallel provided approximate (e.g., extrapolated) boundary condi-
tions are used. This approach cannot be carried for all subiterations without leading to instability but under certain
circumstances this strategy is eﬀective. For example, a processor assigned to an implicit zone can proceed with the
ﬁrst subiteration in parallel with the explicit solves. In this case, an initial approximation for the boundary conditions
is obtained by means of the temporal extrapolation formula (13). In practice this approach has provided an eﬀective
parallelization methodology.
9. Parallelization
The overset mesh framework together with the parallel subdomain subiteration strategy naturally lead to a parallel
implementation in a distributed computing environment. An eﬃcient implementation should divide the workload
among all processors as equally as possible. Details in this regard for explicit FC solvers is well documented in [12,
13]. Additional details, concerning parallel implementation and load-balancing in the implicit-explicit context, are
presented in what follows. To this end, this section provides heuristics for decomposing a domain to maximize
eﬃciency, as well as an investigation of the computational cost of the implicit multi-domain approach.
9.1. Implicit multi-domain load balancing
The present load-balancing algorithm is based on those presented in [12, 13]. Given a set of implicit patches {ΩIj},
j = 1, . . . ,MI and a number of target patches ptotal, the target number of sub-patches assigned to an implicit patch ΩIj
is
pIj =
N jξN
j
ηN
j
ζ
MI∑
l=1
NlξN
l
ηNlζ
ptotal
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(rounded to the nearest integer), where N jξ , N
j
η, N
j
ζ are the numbers of discretization points in each dimension. The
partitioning of a patch into subpatches is performed in such a way that approximately the same number of discretiza-
tion points is used along the various spatial dimensions. If p is the number of parallelization sub-patches assigned to
a patch, then the number of partitions in the ξ direction is given by
sξ = Nξ
(
p
NξNηNζ
) 1
3
,
rounded to the nearest integer greater than or equal to one. Similar formulas hold for the number of partitions in the
η and ζ directions.
9.2. Implicit multi-domain performance
In this section, we present the results of various computational tests of the parallel implicit multi-domain solver in
a distributed computing environment. All results were obtained on a Poweredge cluster with Inﬁniband networking,
consisting of 32 compute nodes, each of which has two eight-core Intel Xeon E5-2665 processors (for up to 32 threads
per node with Intel Hyper-threading) and 64 GB of memory.
In [12, 13], the authors quantiﬁed the cost of the explicit FC solvers using the number of seconds S required per
processor to advance one million unknowns forward one time step, which, for our Navier-Stokes solver, is given by
the formula
S =
(# of processors) × (total compute time per step) × 106
(d + 2) × (# of discretization points) , (32)
where the factor of d+2 in the denominator is the size of the vector of unknowns Q in d = 2 and 3 spatial dimensions.
The present explicit FC-based Navier-Stokes solver achieves approximately the same eﬃciency as the solvers in those
contributions—namely,
S ≈ 1.6 sec. (for explicit solvers). (33)
To test the eﬃciency of the parallel implicit algorithm, we use a smaller version of the mesh described in Sec-
tion 10.3, which is used for three dimensional tests of ﬂow past a sphere. In this example, the limits of the domain
are [−3, 3] in each dimension, with the extent of the quasi-spherical curvilinear patches the same as in Section 10.3.
The mesh spacing in the Cartesian patches is a constant value h, while the radial spacing in the curvilinear patches is
h/10 near the surface of the sphere and h at the outer edge of the patch. The initial conditions and source terms are
the same as in the tests of ﬂow past a sphere.
hmax 0.06 0.048 0.04
# grid points 2,045,990 3,817,125 6,372,454
# sub-domains 104 194 104 194 294
S 1 36.8 33.4 33.9 30.7 32.6
S 2 54.3 58.9 53.4 51.6 55.3
S 3 86.6 78.8 74.4 74.9 77.0
Table 5. Number of seconds S j, j = 1, 2, 3, per time-step, per processor, and per million unknowns required by the parallel implicit
algorithm with various numbers of discretization points and sub-domains, and using j subiterations.
Table 5 reports the value of S for the BDF2-ADI solver on the composite mesh for various values of h, sub-domain
partitionings, and number of sub-iterations. In these tests, the Mach and Reynolds numbers were taken to equal 0.8
and 103, respectively, and the GMRES residual tolerance was set to 10−6. The solver was run for a total of 20 time
steps with Δt = 10−3. The results show that S is approximately constant for each ﬁxed number of sub-iterations, which
corresponds to approximately linear parallel scaling of the implicit algorithm. Extensive experimentation has shown
that as few as two iterations suﬃce to obtain convergence up to the error level otherwise inherent in the discretization,
and that no accuracy improvements results from use of additional subiterations.
We can also use the data in Table 5 to compare the computational costs of the explicit and implicit algorithms.
For one sub-iteration, the implicit solver is about twenty times more expensive than the explicit solver—which is
reasonable if, for example, each ADI sweep in each of the three spatial dimensions takes about six or seven GMRES
iterations to converge. Two sub-iterations of the implicit solver (the number we use in our numerical examples)
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is about thirty-ﬁve times more expensive than the explicit solver. This suggests that the implicit solver is most
advantageous when the time step Δt required by the explicit solver for stability is about 35 times smaller than that
required by the implicit solver.
Remark 6. In the context of the implicit solver presented in this article, many factors can aﬀect the convergence
rate of GMRES—such as the size of the time step Δt, the physical parameters (particularly Reynolds and Mach
numbers), how well the solution is spatially resolved, the accuracy order of the temporal discretization, boundary
conditions, etc.—but we have found the most inﬂuential factors to be the time step Δt and the Reynolds number. As
Δt → 0, the operator to be inverted is asymptotic to the identity, leading to faster convergence. On the other hand,
large Reynolds number makes the operator more singularly perturbed (i.e., the coeﬃcients of the second derivatives
become smaller), and the spectrum of the centered ﬁnite diﬀerence preconditioner does not approximate the spectrum
of the actual operator well (see [29, Ch. 15.3]). Nevertheless, we have observed that the performance results given
in Table 5 are typical.
Remark 7. A rigorous analysis of semi-discrete BDF methods (continuous in space, discrete in time) applied to the
advection diﬀusion equation
ut + αux = βuxx
on the real line divided into two overlapping subdomains is included in [39, Sec. 3.4.1]. There it is shown that
the approximate number of subiterations needed to reduce the error to a tolerance on the order of truncation error,
O((Δt)s+1), is ≈ − lnΔt
λ¯δ
, where δ is the the width of the overlap between the two subdomains and λ¯ =
√
α2
4β2 +
1
βbΔt .
In practice we have generally not observed improvement in solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations beyond two
subiterations.
10. Numerical results
This section showcases the full multi-domain implicit-explicit algorithm with examples in two and three spatial
dimensions. All of the results presented in this section were obtained on the computer cluster described in Section 9.2.
The main purpose of the simulations is to showcase the accuracy and stability of the proposed methodologies. With
regards to accuracy, Figures 7 and 11 in this section present high-order convergence slopes that are closely in line with
the corresponding theoretical estimates. A theoretical discussion of stability in the multidomain context has not been
attempted—although the stability of the individual BDF-ADI-based and AB-based Navier-Stokes solvers has been
studied and demonstrated extensively in [12, 11, 17]. Additionally, the extensive numerical experiments presented
in this section, which have required evolution of the numerical solution up to many hundreds of thousands of time-
steps, for both manufactured-solution and fully physical solutions, do indicate the numerical stability of the proposed
overall multi-domain implicit-explicit methodology. Once again we emphasize that these results represent the ﬁrst
numerical demonstrations of high-order time-accuracy for any multi-domain solver of the compressible Navier-Stokes
equations. Unless otherwise indicated, all simulations use the parameter values Pr = 0.71 and γ = 1.4, and the (non-
dimensional) viscosity and thermal conductivity are given by Sutherland’s law (equation (2)) with S κ = S μ = 0.3.
10.1. Unsteady ﬂow past a cylinder
This section presents numerical results for the problem of ﬂow past a cylinder in two spatial dimensions with
Re = 200. At higher values of the Reynolds number three-dimensional eﬀects become important thus reducing
the relevance of two-dimensional simulations. The two-dimensional cross-section is the region inside the rectangle
[−8, 24] × [−8, 8] and outside a circle of radius rc = 0.5 centered at the origin. This region is divided into 13
overlapping patches: four curvilinear annular-like sections surrounding the cylinder and nine rectangular patches
away from the cylinder. Figure 6 shows a portion of the domain including one of the discretizations used. Given
upper and lower bounds hmax and hmin on the acceptable spatial grid size, the meshes are generated in such a way that
the radial spacing is guaranteed to be ≥ hmin near the surface of the cylinder and ≤ hmax at the outer edge of the annular
sections. The mesh spacing in rectangular Cartesian domains is approximately hmax. To ensure this, the number of
discretization points in the x direction of a Cartesian domain, for example, is taken to equal 1 + Lhmax rounded to the
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Fig. 6. Three close-up views of the mesh used in the numerical experiments of ﬂow past a cylinder. (For clarity, only every other grid
point is plotted.) The top ﬁgure shows overlapping annular regions where implicit time-stepping is used; the solution in the remaining
background Cartesian domains is evolved explicitly. The bottom left ﬁgure shows the clustering of points near the cylinder surface to
spatially resolve the boundary layer. The bottom right ﬁgure shows the subdomain overlaps and associated interpolation layers.
nearest integer, where L is the side of the rectangle in the x direction. In this example the four curvilinear patches
use the BDF-ADI algorithm to march the solution forward in time, while the rectangular patches use explicit Adams-
Bashforth time-marching.
For this example we have assumed no-slip and isothermal (T = 1) boundary conditions at the boundary of the
cylinder. At the outer edges of the domain, an absorbing layer is used. In detail, let ∂eΩ denote the outer boundary of
the domain Ω (i.e., not including the boundary located at the surface of the cylinder). For an absorbing layer of width
wa, the matrix M0 in the quasilinear-like formulation (8) is given by M0 = σ(x, y)I, where I is the identity operator
and σ is the function
σ(x, y) =
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩Aa
(
1 − d( (x,y),∂eΩ)wa
)pa
d( (x, y), ∂eΩ) < wa
0 otherwise,
(34)
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where d( (x, y), ∂eΩ) is the distance from the point (x, y) to the boundary ∂eΩ, and where, for deﬁniteness, we have
selected the constants Aa = 5.0 and pa = 4. The source term σQref, in turn, is added to the right-hand side of
equation (8), where Qref is the vector of unknowns corresponding to the initial conditions (35).
For our purposes, the initial condition and right-hand side source terms for the equations satisfy three require-
ments: 1) They must start the simulation in such manner that the time derivative of all the ﬁelds at t = 0 is 0 (so
that the initial condition can be used to initialize all the previous time steps of the multi-step time marching schemes,
without reducing the temporal order of accuracy), 2) they reduce the amount of time it takes for the solution to settle
into the periodic vortex shedding mode by breaking the symmetry of the ﬂow early on and 3) they satisfy the no-slip,
isothermal boundary condition at the surface of the cylinder and the free stream conditions in the absorbing layer for
all times t. In view of these goals the ﬂow is initialized with the radially symmetric ﬁelds
Fig. 7. Temporal convergence of the solver for ﬂow past a cylinder at time t = 1.0, with Re = 200 and Ma = 0.8.
ρ = T = 1, v = 0, u = u0ψs(r − rc), (35)
where u0 is the freestream velocity and ψs is the smooth step function
ψs(x) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
0 x ≤ 0(
1 + exp
(
1
x − 11−x
))−1
0 < x < 1
1 x ≥ 1.
(36)
This initial condition satisﬁes the no-slip and isothermal conditions at the surface of the cylinder as well as the
uniform free-stream conditions in the absorbing layer. A source term is added to the right-hand side of the equations
that enables the initial ﬂow to transition smoothly from the initial condition given above on to the truly physical
regime for which the right-hand-side resulting from use of a manufactured solution actually vanishes. The transition
is eﬀected by smoothly taking the right-hand side source term to zero over the time interval 0 ≤ t ≤ t0 by multiplying
it by ψs(1 − t/t0) for some ﬁxed time constant t0, allowing the physics of the conﬁguration to evolve the solution
thereafter. This ensures the solution is smooth in time at t = 0. To break the symmetry of the ﬂow, we include an
additional source term on the right-hand side of the v equation:
ψw(t; 0, 0.2, 0.8, 1) fG(x, y, t),
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where ψw is the smooth windowing function
ψw(x; a, b, c, d) = ψs
( x − a
b − a
)
ψs
(
d − x
d − c
)
, a < b ≤ c < d (37)
and fG is the Gaussian pulse
fG(x, t) = A0e
|x−x0 |2
2σ20 sin(ω0t), (38)
with parameters x0 = (1.5, 1), A0 = −0.4, σ20 = 0.25, and ω0 = 2π.
Fig. 8. Snapshot of the vorticity in a simulation of ﬂow past a cylinder with Re = 200, Ma = 0.2 at time t = 82.8.
Having completed the set-up details for the evaluation of the ﬂow past a cylinder we now present a variety of
numerical results that illustrate the properties of the proposed methods. We ﬁrst consider the convergence of the
solver as h and Δt are simultaneously reﬁned. For this test, we use Re = 200 and Ma = 0.8 and the time over which
the manufactured initial condition is phased out is t0 = 0.5. The value Ma=0.8 was used to facilitate resolution of
the acoustic waves while utilizing suﬃciently coarse time discretizations to easily allow for meaningful convergence
studies. At this value of the Mach number a transonic shock develops for suﬃciently long ﬂow time, but our test run
was stopped well before the viscous shock forms. The mesh size values h = hmax = 0.06, 0.05, 0.04, 0.03, and 0.02
are used for the Cartesian domains and hmin = 0.1h is used at the cylinder surface. In view of accuracy considerations,
the time step Δt is chosen to be of the form Δt = Chp for some power p depending on the order of the method:
p = 2, 1.3, 1 for s = 2, 3, 4 respectively (see Remark 8 below). The constant C is given by C = 0.06−p/150, so that
Δt = 1/150 when h = 0.06. Figure 7 plots the L∞ error at time t = 1.0 versus Δt conﬁrming the expected temporal
order of accuracy of the solvers. The error is estimated by comparing against the solution obtained on the ﬁnest grid
(h = 0.02) with Δt = 1/800 using fourth-order BDF-ADI and AB4 time marching.
Next, we show the results of a full simulation of unsteady ﬂow past a cylinder with Re = 200 and Ma = 0.2.
(We use a lower Mach number in this demonstration to more closely approximate incompressible ﬂow.) For this test,
the mesh we use has hmax = 0.06 and hmin = 0.006. The manufactured initial condition and v velocity source term
are phased out at t0 = 5.0. Third order time-marching is used in all patches—BDF3-ADI in the implicit patches and
AB3 in the explicit patches. The time step is chosen to be Δt = 3.33 · 10−3 and the simulation is run for 30,000 time
steps. Figure 8 shows the characteristic von Karman vortex street at time t = 82.8. The Strouhal number St (the
non-dimensional frequency of vortex shedding) is found by tracking the vertical velocity at the point (0, 1), and is
estimated to be St = 0.202, which is consistent with the results reported in [12] and experimental references therein
for the same Reynolds number and a slightly diﬀerent Mach number. In Figure 9, snapshots of the streamlines near
the cylinder show the time evolution of vortex shedding.
Remark 8. The total error E in a simulation is composed of the errors associated with the spatial and temporal
approximation, so that E ∼ hr + (Δt)s. If only Δt or h are reﬁned, then eventually the error will be dominated by the
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t = 70.8 t = 71.6
t = 72.4 t = 73.2
Fig. 9. Time evolution of streamlines in ﬂow past a cylinder at Re = 200 and Ma = 0.2. Darker shading of the streamline corresponds to a
higher magnitude of the velocity at that point.
other contribution. In order to see a convergence slope of (Δt)s we must have E ∼ (Δt)s for the total error, which
implies a constraint on the spatial discretization of h  (Δt)s/r, or equivalently Δt  hr/s. In other words, to see the
spatio-temporal convergence slope with simultaneous reﬁnement in space and time, Δt cannot be too small relative to
h.
10.2. Unsteady ﬂow past an airfoil
Figure 10 presents results of a numerical simulation for ﬂow past a NACA0012 airfoil in two spatial dimensions
with Re = 500 and Ma = 0.5, obtained by means of the BDF2-AB2 implicit explicit solver. Note the successive levels
of reﬁnement used to resolve the viscous boundary layer, and the very ﬁne meshes near the airfoil boundary—which
are adequately treated by means of the implicit BDF2-ADI scheme.
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Fig. 10. Flow past a NACA0012 airfoil at a 3◦ angle of attack, with Re = 500 and Ma = 0.5. The top ﬁgure shows a snapshot of the x-velocity
at time t = 20. The bottom left ﬁgure shows a close-up of the overset grids which are successively reﬁned near the obstacle to resolve the
boundary layer. (For clarity, only every fourth grid point is plotted.) The bottom right ﬁgure shows a close-up view of the x-velocity around
the airfoil.
10.3. Unsteady ﬂow past a sphere
Qj α j β j λ j φ j,t φ j,x φ j,y φ j,z
u 0 1 7(37) −1 0 0 0
v 0 1 7(37) −2 0 0 0
w 0 1 7(37) −3 0 0 0
ρ 1 0.2 7(37) −4 4 7 14
T 1 0.2 7(37) −5 5 6 15
Table 6. Parameters for the three-dimensional manufactured solution. The temporal frequencies λ j not in parentheses are the ones used
in convergence tests for methods of orders s = 2, 3, while those in parentheses are used for s = 4, 5, 6.
In this section, we present the results of three-dimensional ﬂow past a sphere. The domain is the region inside
the box (x, y, z) ∈ [−4, 14] × [−4, 4] × [−4, 4] and outside the sphere of radius rs = 0.5 centered at the origin.
This region is divided into 12 larger overlapping patches: two curvilinear patches forming a modiﬁed “Yin-Yang”
mesh [45] surrounding the sphere and ten Cartesian patches away from the sphere. The BDF-ADI method is used in
the curvilinear patches and explicit AB time marching is used in all Cartesian patches. Given values hs, hc, h f , and
hu, to be selected in what follows, meshes are generated in such a way that the radial spacing is hs near the surface of
the sphere, hc at the edge of the Yin-Yang meshes and in the Cartesian patches directly downstream from the sphere,
h f in the far-ﬁeld downstream Cartesian patches, and hu in the Cartesian patches that are not downstream from the
sphere.
We use the method of manufactured solutions to demonstrate the temporal convergence of the second and third
order solvers at Re = 500 and Ma = 0.8. For this test, we use a smaller domain [−4, 4]3 and set the spatial mesh-size
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Fig. 11. Temporal convergence of the three-dimensional multi-domain solver using the method of manufactured solutions at time t = 1.0,
with Re = 500 and Ma = 0.8.
Fig. 12. Upper image: a three-slice of the mesh used for ﬂow past a sphere. (For clarity, only every fourth grid point is plotted.) Lower
image: a mesh cross-section showing the sub-patch decomposition with reﬁnement in the wake region.
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Fig. 13. Two-dimensional x-z slice of the streamlines in a simulation of ﬂow past a sphere with Re = 500, Ma = 0.5 at time t = 12. Darker
shades in the streamlines indicate higher velocity magnitude.
(a) t = 75.0 (b) t = 87.5
(c) t = 100.0 (d) t = 112.5
Fig. 14. Time evolution of the x-velocity for ﬂow past a sphere at Re = 500 and Ma = 0.5 illustrating the asymmetric development of vortical
structures.
parameters to be hs = 0.004, hc = h f = hu = 0.04. The manufactured solution is given by the equation
Qj(x, t) = α j + β j sin
(
λ jt + φ j,t
) 3∏
i=1
sin
(
2πxi + φ j,xi
)
, (39)
where Qj is the jth component of the solution vector and where α j, β j, λ j, φ j,xi are the constants shown in Table 6,
except for λ j which is set to λ j = 25π and λ j = 30π for the second and third order solvers respectively. Dirichlet
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Fig. 15. Isosurfaces of the density (ρ = 0.95) in three-dimensional ﬂow past a sphere at times t = 64.5 (top) and t = 77.5 (bottom), showing
the appearance of hairpin vortices in the ﬂow ﬁeld.
boundary conditions are used for the velocity and temperature on the surface of the sphere and, as in the physically
valid applications to the Navier-Stokes equations, no boundary condition is enforced for the density: this quantity
is evolved according to the discretized PDE up to and including points on the boundary, and the boundary density
data, which is available from the expressions for the manufactured solution, are not utilized in any way as part of the
numerical solution process. Figure 11 shows nearly perfect second and third order convergence slopes.
Next, we provide a physical example of ﬂow past a sphere at Re = 500 and Ma = 0.5. The mesh size parameters in
this example are hs = 0.005, hc = 0.3, h f = 0.6, and hu = 0.08. The 12 larger patches are divided into 365 subpatches
and one processor is assigned to each subpatch. The number of points in each subpatch is such that the costs of one
subiteration in an implicit subpatch and one explicit solve in an explicit subpatch are approximately equal. Figure 12
shows a two-dimensional slice of a portion of the domain with this discretization.
The boundary conditions at the surface of the sphere are no-slip and isothermal (T = 1), and an absorbing layer
is used at the outer edges of the domain (as described in the previous section) using the parameters Aa = 5.0, pa = 4,
and wa = 1.0 in equation (34). As in Section 10.1, we use the method of manufactured initial conditions: the ﬁelds
are initialized with the functions
ρ = T = 1, v = w = 0, u = u0ψs(r − rs), (40)
where u0 is the freestream velocity and ψs is the smooth step function (36). A right-hand side source term is added to
the equations that enforce the initial condition, which is made to vanish smoothly by multiplying it with ψs(1 − t/t0).
Figure 13 shows a slice of the streamlines in the x-z plane at t = 12. At this early time in the simulation,
the developing ﬂow is still laminar and axially symmetric (about the x-axis), exhibiting the characteristic axially
symmetric vortex behind the sphere. Figure 14 shows a slice of the x-velocity, showing vortices developing around
areas of low density relative to the freestream density. In Figure 15, snapshots of density isosurfaces indicate the
shedding of “hairpin” shaped vortices, the character of which are qualitatively consistent with the results of similar
experiments and numerical simulations for incompressible ﬂow [46, 47, 48, 49].
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11. Conclusions
We presented a new class of solvers for the subsonic compressible Navier-Stokes equations in general two- and
three-dimensional domains. The proposed hybrid implicit-explicit methodology maximizes eﬃciency and accuracy
by incorporating novel linear-cost implicit time-marching solvers based on higher-order backward diﬀerentiation
formulae (BDF) and the alternating direction implicit approach (ADI), eﬃcient explicit solvers based on Adams-
Bashforth schemes of up to fourth order, essentially dispersionless spectral spatial discretizations, and an overset
domain decomposition strategy that balances the cost and interactions among regions that are evolved implicitly and
explicitly. As shown in [17], the implicit methodology is quasi-unconditionally stable—it is not subject to CFL
constraints for adequately resolved ﬂows (Section 4.2.1)—and it can deliver orders of time accuracy between two
and six even in the presence of general boundary conditions. The proposed multi-domain parallel implicit-explicit
implementations exhibit high-order convergence in space and time, robust stability properties, limited dispersion, and
high parallel eﬃciency.
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